PAINT PAILS

Help Sadie Snail paint her friend’s house green. The paint she needs is in the buckets with the same vowel sound you hear in rain. Color those buckets green. Color all of the other buckets a different color.

- quail
- stain
- plan
- mail
- mad
- maid
- clean
- brain
- chain
- ran

Skill: Long Vowel A (ai)
Worksheet v2-01
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HAY DAY

Write the answer to the riddle in the blank. The answer will have the same long vowel sound you hear in 🌻.
Use the picture clues to help.

1. I am gray and easy to mold.
   What am I? ____________________________

2. I am used to carry food, and I am flat.
   What am I? ____________________________

3. I am blue, and I fly in the sky.
   What am I? ____________________________

4. I am yellow, and you find me in a loft.
   What am I? ____________________________

5. I am what you do with a game.
   What am I? ____________________________
WHAT DO YOU SEE?

Circle the words that have the same long vowel sound you hear in 🌳. Then circle the picture for each word you circled.

sheep  shell  three  plain  bee
spray  eel  chain  wheel  well
Name

JEAN AND DEAN

Jean erased all of the words below Dean’s pictures. Help Dean write the words under the right pictures.

Word Box
pea   leaf   beach
peach dream teach
bead   leash   read

Skills: Long Vowel E (ea)
Worksheet v2-04
EEE EK!

Help the mouse find the things he can hide under to keep from being hit by the broom. Color the things with the same long vowel sound you hear in "be".

Skill: Long Vowel E (e)
Worksheet v2-05
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HIDDEN WORDS

Write the word for each picture. Then find the words in the seek-and-find.

ACHIEF

YIELD

PRIEST

E I F E S N S H I E L D

H M L H R I L L Y

I D C N H T D T I

LESTHIESS
**CRAZY CROSSWORD**

1. They say George Washington never ___.

2. My dad has a green ___ to match his green pants.

3. We ___ for first place.

4. A blue jay ___ in the sky.

5. I like pumpkin ___.

6. My dog was wet, now he has ___.

7. In winter the grass will ___.

---

**Word Box**
die  dried  tie  pie  
flies  tied  tried  lied

---

Skill: Long Vowel / (ie)
Worksheet v2-07
SHY TYRONE

Shy Tyrone likes to play cars with Tim. Tyrone and Tim have a lot of cars that look alike. Tyrone writes words that have a long i sound on his. Help them divide the cars so Tyrone can go home for dinner.

Skill: Long Vowel / (y)
Worksheet v2-08
THE MAN AND THE DOG

Use the words in the Word Box to fill in the blanks in the story. Then number the pictures in the right order.

The _______ man lost his cane. The _______ dog helped him _______ it. The man was glad, so he began to _______ some meat for the dog. The dog spilled a bit of it, but the man did not _______.

Word Box

grind find kind mind blind
Name

WHAT A DAY!

Write the word with a long o sound for each sentence. The picture below will help you fill in the missing words. Then circle the hidden picture for each word.

1. The green _______ hopped up and ate a fly.

2. Put on a _______ when it is cold.

3. I will ride in a _______ at the lake.

4. Use _______ when you take a bath.

5. I will get a _______ of bread for the sandwiches.

Skill: Long Vowel O (oa)
Worksheet v2-10
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OH DEER!

Moe and Joe saw an animal run across the road. To find out what it was, color all of the words brown that have the same vowel sound you hear in 🦌. Color all of the other words green.

BONUS: This is a picture of one of the long o words you colored. What is it? _______
MEAL TIME

Write words with a long o sound from the Word Box to complete this story. Then find those words in the seek-and-find.

When I was six years ______, I started helping Mom and Dad. Dad helped me ______ the napkins into fans. Mom ______ me to put ice in the glasses. The ice made the tea ______. I got the potholders fast so Mom did not have to ______ the hot dishes.

T H E F F O
B O C O L D
I H L L O L
D O L D A T
A L D M F O
N D E S S R

Word Box

cold  fold  hold  old  told
SCARE THE CROWS

These crows do not like long o words. Make a scarecrow that will scare them away. Cut out the scarecrow body parts. Glue the parts with long o words on another sheet of paper to make a scarecrow.
THE NEW STEW

Help Chef Jeff make a new kind of stew. Color the foods that have a word with the long u vowel sound you hear in the word few. Also, color the foods that have a word with the oo sound you hear in the word grew. Put an X on all other foods.
WHEN I AM BLUE...

Use the words in the Word Box to complete the story. Then draw a picture from the story.

When I am sick, my mom brings me a nice hot bowl of ________. Then I do not feel quite so ________. If my throat is dry, she will bring me a glass of ________. But the best thing is when ________ bring a ________ of my pals, and we eat some fresh ________.

Word Box

you group soup blue fruit juice
Name

OODLES OF COOL WORDS

Write the word for each picture. Then find the words in the seek-and-find.

N O G S P O O N
G O M O O S E O
T P M T O O P O
S T O O L S N P
S O O O G E E M
B U N S N S O O

Skill: Long Vowel U (ū)  
Worksheet v2-16
Unscramble the letters to make words that have the vowel sound you hear in the word bark. Then match each word to its picture.

1. rca
2. krhsa
3. trad
4. arnb
5. arts
6. nary
7. hrap

Skill: R-Controlled Vowel ar
Worksheet v2-17
DINNER TIME

Write the word that completes each sentence in the blanks. Use the letters in the circles to find the answer to the riddle.

1. The striped 〇_ _ _ lives in jungle.

2. That _ _〇_ _ _ has a steeple.

3. The _ _〇_ _ played jump rope.

4. I ate beef _ _ _〇_ for a snack.

5. I like to go around the _ _ _ _〇_ fast.

6. Miss Smith has _ _ _ _〇_ kids in her class.

Riddle: I gobble before I get dressed for dinner. What am I? __________

Word Box

curves thirty church jerky tiger girls
THE CORNY FORT

Circle the words that have the same vowel sound you hear in the word  
. Then circle the hidden picture for each word you circled.

torch  farm  fork  flag  corn

card  fort  cork  star  colt
PUT OUT THE FIRE

Help the fireman keep the fire under control. Color and cut out the water buckets and paste them over the flames that do NOT have the same vowel sound you hear in fire.

- squire
- fume
- fire
- tree
- hire
- boat
- match
- wire
- fire
- flame
**SPARE SQUARE**

Color the squares blue that have the same vowel sound as □.
Color all of the other squares pink.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>share</th>
<th>care</th>
<th>mare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fare</td>
<td>splash</td>
<td>dare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hare</td>
<td>bare</td>
<td>scare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CATCHIN' AIR

Help the basketball player find the right balls to use in the game. Color the balls orange that have the same vowel sound as a .

BONUS: How many balls should she take to the game?